Beauty Boutique Treatment List
All treatments are subject to therapist availability

Elemis BIOTEC Facials – Advanced Bioelectric Technology
30 min £42, 50 min £72, 10 min Pro-Booster add-on £8
Elemis Pro-Glow Smooth+ Biotec 1.0 Facial
THE ULTIMATE HIIT WORKOUT FOR YOUR SKIN. Ultrasonic peeling exfoliates dead skin cells to smooth and prepare the
skin for line-fighting microcurrent technology, targeting lines and wrinkles for more radiant, youthful looking skin. Skin
will appear more vibrant, with improved feeling of firmness and elasticity. Supercharged with ELEMIS’ BIOTEC 1.0:
Ultrasonic, Microcurrent & O2 Infusion.

Elemis Pro-Glow Brilliance+ Biotec 1.0 Facial
YOUR RECIPE FOR RADIANCE. Experience our ultrasonic peel technology and brightening enzymes to deep clean and
remove visible pollutants, make-up and city grime for happy, healthy skin. Hydrating technology and antioxidant-rich
superfoods will plump and smooth with a super-charged air massage to breathe life into your skin. Immediately
revealing a super-healthy complexion, you’ll look and feel more radiant, relaxed, and glowing. Supercharged with
ELEMIS BIOTEC 1.0: Ultrasonic, O2 Infusion & Galvanic.

Elemis Pro-Glow Resurface+ Biotec 1.0 Facial
REVEAL STUNNINGLY SMOOTH SKIN. Super-charged deep cleansing and powerful ultrasonic peel technology eliminate
visible pollutants, dirt and impurities for an immediately clearer, brighter complexion. Gently resurfacing, helping to
reduce visible dryness and smooth the appearance of fine lines. Dull, uneven, tired-looking skin will appear instantly
renewed and stunningly smooth and clear. Supercharged with ELEMIS BIOTEC 1.0: Ultrasonic, LED Light Therapy &
Galvanic.

Elemis Pro-Glow Renewal+ Biotec 1.0 Facial
FOR A HEALTHY, GORGEOUS GLOW. ELEMIS’ signature deep cleansing skin wellness facial harnesses the goodness of
Prebiotics and antioxidants to deliver a healthy-looking, lit-from-within glow. After just one treatment, skin looks visibly
refreshed and rebalanced. Supercharged with ELEMIS’ BIOTEC 1.0: Ultrasonic Resurfacing.

Elemis Pro-Booster+
A 10 minute add on to the 50 minute Pro-Glow+ Facial only.
Choose from Lift-up, Energise, Brilliance or Hydrate.

Elemis Touch Facials - Where Spa Meets Science Meets Skin
30 mins £36, 50 mins £62, 10 min Pro-Glow Booster Add-on £6
Elemis Pro-Glow Smooth Touch Facial
THE HIIT WORKOUT FOR YOUR SKIN. Powerful resurfacing technology lifts away dead skin cells to smooth, renew and
refine, whilst improving the appearance of skin tone and luminosity. Skin is prepped for an infusion of hydration that
will double its moisture content, leaving it feeling plump and hydrated, whilst delivering an immediate and visibly
tightened effect. After just one treatment, the complexion looks firmer, supremely smooth and rejuvenated.

Elemis Pro-Glow Brilliance Touch Facial
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YOUR RECIPE FOR RADIANCE. Turn up the brightness with our triple cleanse, melting away make-up, daily pollutants,
and grime. Gentle resurfacing dissolves away dead skin cells to reveal healthy and clearer looking skin. A fusion of
Superfoods and antioxidant-rich facial oils plump the skin with moisture, whilst helping to nourish and protect.
Immediately revealing an outdoor-fresh glow, skin is left feeling fresh, radiant and healthy.

Elemis Pro-Glow Resurface Touch Facial
RESURFACING FOR STUNNINGLY SMOOTH SKIN. Purify and brighten as skin’s texture is transformed. With a spotlight on
enlarged pores, blemishes, and blackheads, this unique facial powered by patented Tri-Enzyme technology minimises
the look of uneven tone, texture, fine lines, and pigmentation. Dull, uneven, tired-looking skin will appear instantly
brighter, smoother, and renewed.

Elemis Pro-Glow Renewal Touch Facial
FOR GORGEOUS GLOWING SKIN. ELEMIS’ signature deep cleansing skin wellness facial, showcasing Prebiotics and
antioxidant-rich goodness to deliver a healthy-looking, lit-from-within glow. In one treatment, skin looks visibly
refreshed and rebalanced.

Elemis Pro-Glow Booster
A 10 minute add on to the 50 minute Pro-Glow Facial only.
Choose from Lift-up or Hydrate.
Facial courses available on request

Hands
The Gel Bottle Inc
Durable gel applied as an overlay to the natural nail leaving a strong, flexible and glossy finish
lasting up to four weeks.
Gel Overlays on fingers
Gel Overlays with soak off (3-4 weeks)
Nail Art with Lauren - max 15 min - 2-4 nails
Nail Art with Lauren - max 30 min - 5 nails +
Soak off, tidy and base coat
Single Nail Repair

£39.00
£45.00
£8.00
£15.00
£17.00
£6.00

Jessica or Peacci Varnish
Manicure
Shape and Varnish

£34.00
£24.00

FEET
The Gel Bottle Inc
Gel Overlays on toes
Gel Overlays on toes with soak off
Pedicure with Gel Overlays

£34.00
£39.00
£45.00

Foot soak, scrub, foot file and massage with application of gel overlays for toes.

Pedicure with Gel Overlays & Soak-Off

£48.50

Foot soak, scrub, foot file and massage with soak-off and application of gel overlays for toes.

Soak off and tidy
Callus Peel - Smooth and soft rejuvenator for feet
Callus Peel Add On - Added to chosen foot treatment
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Jessica or Peacci Varnish
Pedicure - Foot soak, scrub, foot file and massage with application of polish
Shape and Varnish

£40.00
£23.00

Callus Peel - Smooth and soft rejuvenator for feet
Callus Peel Add On - Added to chosen pedicure

£25.00
£15.00

Massage
Lava Shell Massage
Pampering Lava Shell treatment offering a deeply relaxing massage from the warmth of the shells.
Lava Shell Massage - 55 min
Lava Shell Back Massage - 25 min
Swedish Massage
Concentrates on relieving stress and tension. Helps soothe tight and sore muscles and relieve the
build-up of tension, pressure to suit client needs.
60 min
45 min
30 min
Indian Head Massage - Helps calm the mind and deeply relaxes - 30 min
Foot and Leg Massage - 25 min

£60.00
£45.00

£52.00
£46.00
£38.00
£35.00
£34.00

Lashes and Brows
All lash and brow tinting and lifting treatments require a patch test at least 24 hours before treatment
Eyelash Lift and Tint
£47.00
Eyelash Tint
£17.00
Eyebrow Tint
£11.50
Eyebrow Tidy - Waxing or threading
£11.50
Eyebrow Tint and Tidy
£20.00
Eyebrow & Eyelash Tint
£23.00
Eyebrow Tint and Tidy & Eyelash Tint
£31.00

Hair Removal - Sienna X Warm Wax, Hot Wax and Threading
1/2 leg
3/4 leg
Full leg
Bikini
Brazilian or Hollywood
Full arm
Half arm
Underarm
Lip, chin & eyebrow tidy
Lip or chin
Lip & chin
Lip & eyebrow
Eyebrow tidy
Men's chest
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£19.50
£24.50
£28.50
£16.50
£28.00
£19.50
£16.50
£11.50
£20.50
£9.50
£15.50
£16.50
£11.50
£23.00
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Men's back & shoulders
Diamond Package - Full leg, any bikini, underarm & eyebrow tidy
Ruby Package - Half leg, any bikini, underarm & eyebrow tidy
Emerald Package - Full leg & any bikini
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